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Innocuous mechanical stimuli acting on the skin are detected by
sensory neurons, known as low-threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMRs).
LTMRs are classified based on their response properties, action poten-
tial conduction velocity, rate of adaptation to static indentation of the
skin, and terminal anatomy. Here, we report organizational properties
of the cutaneous and central axonal projections of the five principal
hairy skin LTMR subtypes. We find that axons of neurons within a
particular LTMR class are largely nonoverlapping with respect to their
cutaneous end organs (e.g., hair follicles), with Aβ rapidly adapting-
LTMRs being the sole exception. Individual neurons of each LTMR class
are mostly nonoverlapping with respect to their associated hair folli-
cles, with the notable exception of C-LTMRs, which exhibit multiple
branches that redundantly innervate individual hair follicles. In the
spinal cord, LTMR central projections exhibit rostrocaudal elongation
and mediolateral compression, compared with their cutaneous inner-
vation patterns, and these central projections also exhibit a fine de-
gree of homotypic topographic adjacency. These findings thus reveal
homotypic tiling of LTMR subtype axonal projections in hairy skin and
a remarkable degree of spatial precision of spinal cord axonal termi-
nation patterns, suggesting a somatotopically precise tactile encoding
capability of the mechanosensory dorsal horn.
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Sensory systems encode salient features of the external world,
enabling animals to thrive within their environmental niches.

For the somatosensory system, the principal conduit to the ex-
ternal world is through the skin. Understanding of the organization
of low-threshold mechanoreceptors (LTMR) cutaneous receptive
fields with respect to their projective fields in the spinal cord is
fundamental to any model of early somatosensory processing.
The somatosensory system allows animals to perceive and react

to a range of stimuli impinging on the skin, including indentation
and stretch of the skin, skin vibration, and contact with body hairs
and other skin appendages, such as whiskers, feathers, spines, and
fingernails. Innocuous mechanical stimuli are detected by LTMRs,
which are a diverse group of sensory neurons endowed with distinct
peripheral and central morphologies, sensitivities, and physiologi-
cal properties (1, 2). The cell bodies of mammalian LTMRs reside
within dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and trigeminal ganglia; these
neurons extend one axonal branch to the skin (2, 3) and another to
the spinal cord dorsal horn and, in some cases, the brainstem (1).
Mammalian cutaneous LTMRs are classified as either Aβ, Aδ,

or C based on their action potential-conduction velocities (4). They
are further distinguished by their rates of adaptation to sustained
indentation of the skin (5) and their sensitivity to various mechan-
ical stimuli. The latter is determined, at least in part, by the cuta-
neous end organs with which LTMR subtypes associate (2), as well
as distinguishing intrinsic molecular and physiological properties. At
least five physiologically distinct LTMR subtypes innervate mam-
malian hairy skin (Fig. 1). These are: Aβ slowly adapting (SA)-
LTMRs, which associate with clusters of Merkel cells, or touch
domes, in the basal epidermis; Aβ rapidly adapting (RA)-LTMRs,
Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs, each of which form longitudinal

lanceolate endings associated with hair follicles; and Aβ Field-
LTMRs, which form circumferential endings that wrap around
hair follicles, surrounding the lanceolate ending complexes (2, 6).
While Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMRs are sensitive to
both gentle skin indentation and deflection of hairs, Aβ SA-LTMRs
respond to skin indentation but not hair deflection (2). Aβ Field-
LTMRs are sensitive to stroking across the skin, but not to hair
deflection and typically to indentation only in the high-threshold
range (6). These five hairy skin LTMR subtypes are observed in all
mammals examined, ranging from mice to cats to humans.
The mouse (Mus musculus) has proven to be a valuable model

organism for understanding the neurophysiological and mor-
phological properties of the five hairy skin LTMR subtypes and
their functions in somatosensation, at least in part because of the
availability of genetic tools to label and visualize these neurons.
In mouse hairy skin, each LTMR subtype exhibits an intimate
relationship with one or more of the three principal hair follicle
types found in mice trunk hairy skin: guard, awl/auchene, and
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The sense of touch is essential for perceiving the physical
world, sensory-motor control, and social exchange. The first
step of touch perception is activation of low-threshold mech-
anoreceptor (LTMR) neurons that innervate the skin. LTMRs
extend one axonal branch to the skin and another to the spinal
cord dorsal horn. There exist at least five LTMR subtypes that
innervate mouse hairy skin, each with distinct morphologies,
response properties, and presumably functions. We used ge-
netic labeling and whole-mount visualization strategies to re-
veal spatial relationships between axons of individual LTMRs
across 2D areas of skin and the extent to which these rela-
tionships are topographically arranged within the 3D space of
the spinal cord, uncovering organizational principles of the
mammalian tactile sensory system.
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zigzag hair follicles (Fig. 1). Guard hairs, which account for ∼1%
of trunk skin hairs and are the longest, are innervated by Aβ RA-
LTMRs lanceolate endings and surrounding Aβ Field-LTMRs
circumferential endings and are also associated with Aβ SA type
I (SAI)-LTMRs/Merkel cell complexes (1, 5, 7, 8). Awl/auchene
hair follicles, which account for ∼25% of hairs, are triply innervated
by Aβ RA-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and C-LTMR lanceolate endings
that terminate in a striking, interdigitated manner (9), and are
surrounded by Aβ Field-LTMR circumferential endings (6). Zigzag
hair follicles, the most abundant hair follicle type, are innervated by
interdigitated lanceolate endings of Aδ-LTMRs and C-LTMRs and
the surrounding circumferential endings of Aβ Field-LTMRs (1, 5,
7, 8). The majority of hair follicles are also innervated by lightly
myelinated high-threshold mechanosensory neurons that express
the peptide CGRP which, like Aβ Field-LTMRs, form circumfer-
ential endings surrounding the lanceolate complexes and respond to
hair pull (6, 10). Each of the three principal hair follicle types of
mouse hairy skin is thus neurophysiologically distinct.
The identification of five LTMR subtypes that form unique ter-

minal morphologies and spatial patterns of innervation of mouse
hairy skin raises questions about how their cutaneous endings are
organized relative to one another. In the fly,Drosophila melanogastor,
the peripheral endings of mechanosensory neurons of the same class
exhibit minimal overlap in the body wall, a phenomenon known as
“tiling” (11). Moreover, individual branches of each Drosophila
mechanosensory neuron displays minimal overlap; developing iso-
neuronal branches repel each other to establish this spatial ar-
rangement. This phenomenon is termed “self-avoidance” (12). Both

tiling and self-avoidance are observed in many systems and neuronal
types across species, including sensory neurons in Caenorhabditis
elegans, Drosophila, and zebrafish, as well as mammalian cerebellar
Purkinje cells and retinal neuron types (12–19). It is believed that
tiling and self-avoidance exist in sensory systems to ensure complete
and nonredundant coverage of sensory space. Whether the five
mammalian LTMRs that innervate hairy skin exhibit tiling and fea-
tures of self-avoidance is currently unknown.
Deciphering how and where the periphery is represented in

the CNS is crucial for understanding the organizational logic of
sensory systems. As with the mammalian auditory and visual
systems, the somatosensory system is topographically organized,
with internal representations of the body surface in the spinal
cord, brainstem, tectum, thalamus, and somatosensory cortex
(20–26). In these CNS areas, somatotopic maps, while dispro-
portionate, are arranged such that neighbor relationships in the
periphery are generally maintained, although central represen-
tation areas are often discontinuous. Consistent with this, the
central axonal projections of hairy skin LTMR subtypes overlap
in the deep dorsal horn while remaining topographically orga-
nized (7, 27). However, the precise positioning of spinal cord
terminations of individual LTMRs of any of the five hairy skin
LTMR classes whose receptive fields are immediately adjacent
or overlapping in the periphery is not known. Thus, determining
the extent of tiling and self-avoidance of LTMR peripheral
projections within the 2D area of the skin and how the central
terminals of individual LTMRs of a given class are arranged
within the 3D space of the spinal cord will inform models of
touch representation and processing within the CNS.
Here, we sought to determine the degree of tiling and iso-

neuronal overlap of axonal endings in the skin, as well as orga-
nizational properties of the central projections of the five
principal hairy skin LTMR subtypes of the mouse. Using LTMR
genetic labeling strategies that we have amassed over the last
decade (6–8, 27–29) and whole-mount staining of the skin, we
achieved multicolor labeling of peripheral sensory neurons, and
found that peripheral receptive fields of the majority of LTMR
subtypes are predominantly tiled (nonoverlapping) with respect
to the hair follicles they innervate, with Aβ RA-LTMRs being
the sole exception. Furthermore, cutaneous axonal branches that
arise from individual LTMRs show variable degrees of iso-
neuronal overlap: among four hair follicle-innervating LTMR
subtypes, individual Aβ Field-LTMRs and Aβ RA-LTMRs ex-
hibit the lowest degree of isoneuronal axonal overlap or contact,
a feature of self-avoidance. Centrally, the projections of each
LTMR subtype exhibit expansion along the rostrocaudal axis and
compression within the mediolateral axis, relative to the skin re-
gions covered by their respective peripheral projections. Moreover,
sparse multicolor labeling strategies revealed that LTMRs display
central terminations within the dorsal horn LTMR-recipient zone
(RZ) that exhibit remarkably precise overlap or adjacency. Some
body region-specific differences in LTMR peripheral and central
projection patterns are noted. Thus, the majority of mammalian
LTMRs exhibit uniform, tiled patterns of hairy skin innervation,
and a striking, previously unappreciated high degree of somatotopic
precision within the initial tactile information processing region of
the CNS, the mechanosensory dorsal horn.

Results
Most Hairy Skin LTMR Subtypes Tile the Skin. LTMRs innervate
mammalian hairy skin in highly stereotyped patterns (7); how-
ever, little is known about the relationships between the pe-
ripheral endings of individual, neighboring neurons within an
LTMR class. To visualize the relationships between individual
neurons within an LTMR class, at a population level, we used a
combination of LTMR-CreER mouse genetic tools (Fig. 1 and
SI Appendix, Table S1) and two orthogonal Cre-recombinase–
dependent fluorescent reporters, Ai3 and Ai9 (30). Using two
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Fig. 1. Summary schematic of known murine LTMR types and their re-
spective innervation patterns in hairy skin. Aβ SA1-LTMRs (purple) associate
with clusters of Merkel cells at the base of guard hairs; Aβ RA-LTMRs (dark
blue) form longitudinal lanceolate endings associated with guard and awl/
auchene hairs; Aδ-LTMRs (green) and C-LTMRs (red) form longitudinal lan-
ceolate endings associated with zigzag and awl/auchene hairs; Aβ Field-
LTMRs form circumferential endings that wrap around hair follicles, sur-
rounding the lanceolate ending complexes, on all hair types. Murine genetic
tools used in this study to target each specific LTMR subtype are noted, and
are further detailed in SI Appendix, Table S1.
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reporters in the same mouse in combination with LTMR-CreER
lines permits multicolor labeling of one particular LTMR pop-
ulation in a stochastic fashion: some neurons within the same
class are labeled with tdTomato (Ai9), some with YFP (Ai3), and
some with both tdTomato and YFP. Thus, treatment with an
optimal tamoxifen dosage achieves labeling of the majority of
neurons of a particular LTMR subtype in one of three colors at
comparable ratios (∼one-third red, ∼one-third green, ∼one-third
yellow) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 and Fig. 2A). Combining this la-
beling strategy with a whole-mount fluorescent staining prepa-
ration of the skin allowed us to visualize and quantify the number
of neurons innervating individual hair follicles and to assess the
extent of overlap of the cutaneous projections of individual
LTMRs of a given class (Fig. 2 B–F). We observed that the
majority of LTMR classes exhibit largely nonoverlapping asso-
ciation with their respective peripheral-end organs; C-LTMRs,
Aδ-LTMRs, Aβ SAI-LTMRs, and Aβ Field-LTMRs displayed
single-neuron innervation of >70% of the hair follicles with
which they associate (Fig. 2G). Aβ RA-LTMRs are the only
subtype for which two or more individual neurons often in-
nervate the same hair follicle. In fact, many Aβ RA-LTMRs
displayed triple hair follicle innervation, and fewer than half of
the follicles innervated showed a single-neuron innervation
pattern (Fig. 2G). It is noteworthy that while Aβ Field-LTMRs
display single-neuron innervation of >90% of the hair follicles,
the receptive fields of individual Aβ Field-LTMRs overlap ex-
tensively to innervate distinct groups of hair follicles within
overlapping skin areas (Fig. 2D, Insets). This reveals an in-
teresting and distinguishing feature of Aβ Field-LTMRs. While
C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, Aβ SAI-LTMRs, and to a lesser extent
Aβ RA-LTMRs, are tiled with respect to both the hair follicles
with which they associate and skin regions, Aβ Field-LTMRs are
tiled with respect to hair follicles, but are overlapping with re-
spect to the hairy skin regions they innervate.
Across the body, skin regions exhibit differences in elasticity,

barrier properties, and expression of proteins, such as androgen
receptors (31–33). Furthermore, the three main hair follicle
types are present in different mouse hairy skin regions at varying
ratios and these hairs receive unique patterns of LTMR subtype-
specific innervation. As such, different skin regions may be
tasked with unique sensory functions and may have different
patterns of LTMR innervation. Therefore, we speculated that
different patterns of peripheral innervation by LTMR subtypes
according to body location or hair follicle type might exist. We
assessed the extent of overlap of LTMR subtype peripheral re-
ceptive fields according to body region and the hair follicle types
being innervated. This latter analysis utilized the presence of
Troma1+ Merkel cell clusters, which form exclusively around the
necks of guard hairs (7) to distinguish guard hairs from zigzag
and awl/auchene hairs. Of the five LTMR subtypes, only Aβ SAI-
LTMRs exhibited a difference in their extent of overlap
according to body region, with a higher incidence of dual in-
nervation of Merkel cell complexes associated with guard hairs
of abdominal hairy skin (Fig. 3A). Aβ RA-LTMRs and Aβ Field-
LTMRs are the only two LTMR populations that innervate both
guard hairs and awl/auchene or zigzag hairs, and for both of
these LTMR populations, guard hairs were observed to receive a
higher incidence of dual (or triple, in the case of Aβ RA-
LTMRs) innervation than other hair follicle types (Fig. 3B). In
fact, all guard hairs were innervated by either two or three Aβ
RA-LTMRs whose lanceolate endings around follicles were of-
ten partitioned but sometimes interdigitated (Fig. 2F, Lower
Inset). Thus, while most LTMR peripheral projections are tiled
with respect to hair follicles across hairy skin, some body regions
and hair follicle types exhibit double or even triple innervation
from select LTMR subtypes.

Peripheral Axons of Individual LTMRs Are Largely Nonoverlapping.
We next focused on the cutaneous morphological properties of
individual neurons within each LTMR class to assess the extent
to which axons of individual neurons overlap with respect to the
hair follicles they innervate. For this “isoneuronal” analysis, we
used a sparse genetic labeling strategy, combining LTMR-
CreER mouse genetic tools (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1)
with a Cre-dependent alkaline phosphatase (AP) reporter (34) to
visualize the axons of individual neurons. Treatment with a low

A
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F G
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B C

Fig. 2. LTMR peripheral receptive fields are largely nonoverlapping. (A)
Representative image of whole-mount DRG (TrkBCreER;Ai3/Ai9), showing
∼33% green, ∼33% red, and ∼33% yellow stochiometric labeling of LTMR
neurons (in this case, Aδ-LTMRs). Similar images for all LTMR subtypes and
labeling efficiency quantifications may be found in SI Appendix, Fig. S1. B–F
are representative images from hairy skin whole-mount immunostaining
(Ai3, green; Ai9, red; Troma1+ Merkel cells, blue) of (B) C-LTMRs, (C) Aδ-
LTMRs, (D) Aβ Field-LTMRs, (E) Aβ SAI-LTMRs, and (F) Aβ RA-LTMRs. (Scale
bars, 50 μm unless otherwise noted.) Tracings in B and C (C-LTMRs and Aδ-
LTMRs, respectively) highlight the boundaries of individual neurons, show-
casing the tiled organization of these LTMR subtypes with respect to both
skin region and individual hair follicles. Aβ Field-LTMRs (D) lack this tiled
organization with respect to skin region, showing single neuron innervation
of individual hair follicles, but in an interspersed innervation pattern, as
highlighted in the Insets. The three examples of Aβ SAI-LTMRs in E showcase
a rare example of dual innervation and two examples of single-neuron in-
nervation of Troma1+ Merkel cell complexes. The Insets of F showcase the
diversity of Aβ RA-LTMR innervation patterns, with single innervation common
for awl/auchene hairs (Upper), and triple innervation frequently observed in
guard hairs (Lower). (G) Quantifications of relative peripheral overlap of in-
dividual neurons for each LTMR subtype. Of the total hair follicles innervated
by each LTMR subtype, bars indicate the relative fraction that receive single
(black), dual (dark gray), or triple (white) innervation by that subtype. Geno-
types, tamoxifen treatments, and number of animals used: C-LTMRs [0.07 mg
tamoxifen at postnatal day (P)16 to TH2A-CreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 5 animals]; Aδ-
LTMRs [3 mg at embryonic day (E)12.5 to TrkBCreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 4 animals];
Aβ Field-LTMRs (2 mg at E16.5 to TrkCCreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 4 animals); Aβ SAI-
LTMRs (2 mg at E12.5 to TrkCCreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 5 animals); and Aβ RA-LTMRs (2
mg at E11.5 to E12.5 to RetCreERAi3/Ai9, n = 3 animals). A one-sample t test was
used to determine if proportion of single innervation was greater than 70%;
significance is indicated above the respective bar graph (*P < 0.05).
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tamoxifen dosage achieved sparse labeling of individual neurons
for each LTMR subtype (Fig. 4). We used this LTMR sparse
labeling strategy to determine the number of axonal branches of
the same individual LTMR that innervates a single hair follicle
(Fig. 4). This analysis focused on C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, Aβ
RA-LTMRs, and Aβ Field-LTMRs, but not Aβ SA-LTMRs,
because these LTMR subtypes exhibit endings that typically as-
sociate with many hair follicles, whereas Aβ SA-LTMRs typically
innervate only one Merkel cell complex, or touch dome, asso-
ciated with one guard hair. Interestingly, while individual Aδ-
LTMRs, Aβ RA-LTMRs, and Aβ Field-LTMRs have nearly
entirely nonoverlapping patterns of hair follicle innervation (Fig.
4 B–E), more than 72.4% of the hair follicles innervated by C-
LTMRs displayed a multiple-axon branch innervation pattern
(Fig. 4 A and E). Aβ Field-LTMRs exhibit the lowest percentage
of multiple-axonal isoneuronal innervation of hair follicles, with
only 1.2% of hair follicles innervated by multiple axons from the
same Aβ Field-LTMR (Fig. 4 C and E). Thus, isoneuronal cu-
taneous processes of three of four LTMRs exhibit minimal
overlap, indicative of self-avoidance.
Together, these findings reveal four basic features of LTMR

innervation of hairy skin. (i) Two LTMRs of the same class
rarely innervate the same hair follicle, with the exception of Aβ
RA-LTMRs; therefore, most LTMRs are largely tiled with re-
spect to hair follicles. (ii) While individual LTMRs within most
classes do not overlap with respect to hair follicles, they may
innervate hair follicles that are intermingled within a skin region.
Aβ Field-LTMRs are the most prominent example of this. (iii)

The extent of innervation overlap for neurons of the same
LTMR class differs, albeit subtly, according to body region and
hair follicle type. (iv) LTMRs are mostly isoneuronally non-
overlapping with respect to the hair follicles they innervate,
probably the result of developmental self-avoidance, with C-
LTMRs being the sole exception to this rule.

LTMR Subtypes Exhibit Disproportionate Central Elongation Along
the Rostrocaudal Axis of the Spinal Cord. Sparse labeling of
LTMR subtypes also afforded a simple method for comparing
and contrasting the central projection patterns of individual
neurons of each of the five hairy skin LTMR classes, with respect
to size and shape of their peripheral projections. We first noticed
that none of the five LTMR subtypes exhibit a bias in the ros-
trocaudal or mediolateral distribution of their endings in the skin
(Figs. 4 A–D and 5), even though individual neurons of each
LTMR subtype innervate a different number of hair follicles and
total skin area (6). Second, consistent with prior work (1), sparse
labeling also revealed that the central axonal projections of
LTMR subtypes exhibit extensive elongation along the ros-
trocaudal dimension of the spinal cord (Fig. 5). Thus, comparing
these peripheral and central axonal projection patterns of C-
LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and Aβ RA-LTMRs, we find that the
central projections of each LTMR subtype occupied an area in
the spinal cord that extends considerably longer along the ros-
trocaudal axis and much less along the mediolateral axis com-
pared with that of its corresponding cutaneous receptive field
(Fig. 5B). Indeed, rostrocaudal:mediolateral ratios of the central
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Fig. 3. LTMR peripheral receptive field overlap
patterns differ according to body region or hair fol-
licle type. Quantifications of relative peripheral over-
lap within specific LTMR subpopulations according
to (A) body region or (B) hair follicle type. Of the
total hair follicles innervated by each LTMR subtype,
bars indicate the relative fraction that receive single
(black), dual (gray), or triple (white) innervation from
that subtype. C-LTMRs (0.07 mg tamoxifen at P16 to
TH2A-CreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 3 animals), Aδ-LTMRs (3 mg at
E12.5 to TrkBCreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 4 animals), Aβ Field-
LTMRs (2 mg at E16.5 to TrkCCreER;Ai3/Ai9, n = 3
animals), Aβ SAI-LTMRs (2 mg at E12.5 to TrkCCreER;
Ai3/Ai9, n = 3 animals), and Aβ RA-LTMRs (2 mg at
E11.5 to E12.5 to RetCreERAi3/Ai9, n = 3 animals). For
comparisons between innervation patterns accord-
ing to body region or hair follicle type, statistical
significance is denoted above bars by brackets.
For Aβ SAI-LTMRs: Two-way ANOVA: P < 0.0001, F(6,
30) = 18.99. For Aβ Field-LTMRs: two-way ANOVA:
P < 0.0001, F(4, 21) = 72.79. For Aβ RA-LTMRs: two-
way ANOVA: P < 0.0001, F(4, 18) = 38.97. Post hoc
Tukey’s test: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.0005,
****P < 0.0001.
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projections of individual C-LTMRS are ∼15:1, Aδ-LTMRs are
∼20:1, and Aβ-LTMR subtypes are as much as 40:1 (Fig. 5B).
This is striking because the rostrocaudal:mediolateral ratio of
adult mouse trunk hairy skin, when considered as a 2D sheet, is
∼1:0.75, while that of the spinal cord is ∼10:1. These findings are
consistent with the notion that the central circuits engaged by
LTMRs are disproportionately oriented along the rostrocaudal
axis. Also consistent with this, the dendrites of many, if not most,
LTMR-RZ interneuron and projection neuron populations show
greater elongation along the rostrocaudal than the mediolateral
axis of the spinal cord (27, 35).

LTMR Central Projections Exhibit Body-Region–Specific Central Projection
Patterns.We next asked the more challenging question of whether
LTMR central projection patterns vary for individual neurons that
innervate different body regions. To address this, we needed to
develop a method to label the central projections of individual
LTMRs in a somatotopically relevant manner. We required an

LTMR labeling strategy in which: (i) LTMR subtypes are sparsely
and specifically labeled; (ii) genetic labeling is achieved for neurons
innervating a particular body region such that only LTMRs with
adjacent or overlapping peripheral receptive fields are labeled; and
(iii) both peripheral and central projections of LTMRs can be vi-
sualized. For this purpose, we combined the use of LTMR-Cre
and -CreER lines (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1) with two dual-
recombinase-dependent fluorescent reporters [R26LSL-FSF-JAWS-GFP

(Ai57) and R26LSL-FSF-TdTom (Ai65)] (36) and skin injections of
adeno-associated virus (AAV)-FlpO to sparsely label select sub-
types of LTMRs innervating the same small region of hairy skin
with distinct reporters.
We first screened a large number of AAV serotypes for one

with optimal tropism for LTMRs following skin injection (37–
39). While the efficiency of certain AAV serotypes for gene
delivery directly to DRG neurons had been previously reported
(40, 41), we sought to identify serotypes suitable for labeling
DRG neurons via local skin injections. A panel of AAV con-
structs (SI Appendix, Table S2) (University of Pennsylvania
Vector Core) (36) were tested for labeling efficiency. This
analysis revealed AAV1 as an efficient AAV serotype for la-
beling DRG neurons via skin injection (SI Appendix, Fig. S2).
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Fig. 4. Individual LTMR peripheral axonal branches innervating hair fol-
licles are largely nonoverlapping, with the exception of C-LTMRs. Repre-
sentative images from hairy skin whole-mount AP staining of sparsely
labeled (A) C-LTMRs, (B) Aδ-LTMRs, (C) Aβ Field-LTMRs, and (D) Aβ RA-LTMRs.
(Scale bars, 200 μm; Insets, 30 μm.) (E ) Quantifications of isoneuronal ax-
onal overlap within individual LTMR receptive fields. C-LTMRs [1 mg at
P12 to TH2A-CreER;Brn3af(AP); n = 32 neurons], Aδ-LTMRs [0.001 mg at P10
to TrkBCreER;Brn3af(AP); n = 26 neurons], Aβ Field-LTMRs [0.01 mg at P8
to TrkCCreER;Brn3af(AP); n = 26 neurons], Aβ RA-LTMRs [0.03 mg at E11.5 to
RetCreER; Brn3af(AP); n = 35 neurons]. Bars represent the relative fraction of
innervated hair follicles that receive innervation by multiple axonal
branches of individual neurons for each LTMR subtype. Red arrows indicate
hair follicles that are innervated by multiple axons. One-way ANOVA: *P <
0.05, ****P < 0.0001.
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Representative images of whole-mount stain of spinal cord dorsal horn and
back hairy skin to target C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and Aβ RA-LTMRs. C-LTMRs are
labeled using TH2A-CreER; Ai65 and 500 nL AAV1-Syn-FlpO injection to back
hairy skin at P7 and 0.5 mg tamoxifen at P21. Aδ-LTMRs are labeled using
TrkBCreER; Ai65 with 250 nL AAV-Syn-FlpO injection to back hairy skin at P12
and 2 mg tamoxifen at P21. Aβ RA-LTMRs are labeled using Split-Cre;Ai65
with 250 nL AAV-Syn-FlpO injection to back hairy skin at P11. Images are
compressed z-projections. Scale, as well as relative rostrocaudal orientation,
are indicated. Reconstructions of skin images are displayed for all three
subtypes, as well as for the Aβ RA-LTMR spinal cord image. (B) Quantification
of rostrocaudal:mediolateral ratio of area occupied by individual C-, Aδ-, and
Aβ RA-LTMRs in spinal cord (Left) versus hairy skin (Right) (n = 21, 15, and 25
neurons for C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and Aβ RA-LTMRs, respectively).
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The viral construct used for all subsequent skin injections was
AAV2/1-humanSynapsin1-FlpO (AAV1-Syn-FlpO) (SI Appen-
dix, Table S2) (36). To visualize LTMR projections within the
spinal cord or brainstem, we tested published whole-mount
clearing methods, including Scale (42), ClearT and ClearT2
(43), CLARITY (44), and iDISCO (45), as well as modified
versions of existing fluorescent staining protocols and BABB (1
part benzyl alcohol: 2 parts benzyl benzoate) clearing (SI Ap-
pendix, Experimental Procedures). We found that a modified
whole-mount fluorescent staining protocol employing BABB
clearing was optimal for visualizing the central projections of
fluorescently labeled LTMRs (SI Appendix, Experimental Proce-
dures and Fig. S3). We also optimized the timing and volume of
viral injections using this AAV construct for each LTMR subtype
(SI Appendix, Table S3).
We first used AAV1-Syn-FlpO virus injections into different

skin regions of LTMR-Cre or -CreER and dual-recombinase
reporter mice to assess the central projection patterns of indi-
vidual neurons for each LTMR class. We observed that there are
indeed body-region–specific differences in the central projection
patterns of LTMR subtypes. This is best illustrated when com-
paring LTMRs that innervate thoracic back hairy skin and those
that innervate cervical or thoracic abdominal hairy skin. We
observed that central projections of C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and
Aβ RA-LTMRs innervating back hairy skin consistently termi-
nated in a more rostral location relative to the DRG in which their
cell body resides (Fig. 6B), consistent with previous work (35). This
same pattern was observed for lumbar back and thigh hairy skin-

innervating neurons. Conversely, the central projections of LTMRs
that innervate cervical or thoracic abdominal skin instead exhibited
a bias in the caudal direction (Fig. 6). Specifically, the central axons
of abdominal C-LTMRs and Aδ-LTMRs project caudally from
their dorsal root of entry into the spinal cord. Abdomen-innervating
Aβ RA-LTMRs, like all Aβ-LTMRs, were observed to bifurcate
and send collaterals in both directions; however, abdominal hairy
skin Aβ RA-LTMRs have more collaterals located caudal to the
cell body, compared with their back hairy skin counterparts, which
display a greater number of collaterals rostral to the cell body (Fig.
6B). Curiously, abdominal Aβ RA-LTMRs are distinguished from
other Aβ-LTMRs in that they do not have a central projection that
ascends via the dorsal column to the dorsal column nuclei (DCN;
three of three neurons analyzed). This indicates that signals ema-
nating from abdominal body region LTMRs must be conveyed to
the brain via spinal cord projection neurons. Together, these find-
ings reveal fundamental differences in morphological and anatom-
ical properties of LTMR central projections based on body region
and location of their cutaneous receptive fields.

LTMR Central Projections Exhibit a Remarkably High Degree of
Topographic Adjacency and Subtype-Specific Projection Patterns. A
key feature of the mechanosensory system is that the CNS is
topographically organized with respect to the periphery. The
central projections of LTMRs are somatotopically organized
such that body maps exist in the spinal cord and brainstem,
tectum, thalamus, and somatosensory cortex (20–22). Genetic
labeling of the central axonal projections of two or more LTMRs

A

CB

Fig. 6. LTMR central projection display morphological
differences according to body region innervated. (A)
Representative images of whole-mount immunostained
spinal cords showing LTMRs that innervate abdominal
hairy skin. C-LTMRs were labeled using TH2A-CreER; Ai65
with 500 nL AAV1-Syn-FlpO injection into abdominal
hairy skin at P7 and 0.5mg tamoxifen at P21. Inset shows
full central projection; red arrowhead labels corre-
sponding soma in C8 DRG. Aδ-LTMRs were labeled using
TrkBCreER; Ai65 with 250 nL AAV1-Syn-FlpO injection into
abdominal hairy skin at P10 and 2 mg tamoxifen at P21.
Red arrowhead labels corresponding axon entry (soma in
T1 DRG). Aβ RA-LTMRs are labeled using Split-Cre; Ai65
with 200 nL AAV-Syn-FlpO injection into abdominal hairy
skin at P10. Purple arrowhead indicates dorsal root of
entry (soma in T2 DRG); double arrowheads denote
collaterals in the spinal cord. Images are compressed z-
projections. Scale, rostrocaudal (R, C), mediolateral (M, L),
and dorsoventral (D, V) axes are indicated. Re-
construction for the Aβ RA-LTMR image is displayed. (B)
Quantification of collateral location relative to soma-
containing DRG, according to body region innervated
(back hairy skin, black; abdomen hairy skin, dark gray;
thigh hairy skin, light gray). C-LTMRs n = 17; Aδ-LTMRs
n = 49; Aβ RA-LTMRs n = 5. (C) Schematic depicting
unique central projection organization for LTMRs in-
nervating back vs. abdominal hairy skin (not to scale).
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within the same LTMR class afforded an opportunity to define
the precise spatial relationships of the central axonal projections
of two or more individual LTMRs whose terminations within the
skin are adjacent or overlapping, as described above. Therefore,
we developed a strategy using AAV1-Syn-FlpO skin injections
into small regions of the skin of mice harboring one LTMR-
CreER allele and two dual recombinase-dependent fluorescent
reporter alleles (Ai65 and Ai57) (36) to achieve stochastic la-
beling via one or both fluorescent reporters of a few neurons of
the same class. This strategy allowed us to visualize the relative
locations of the spinal cord projections of two or more LTMRs
of the same class that have adjacent or overlapping cutaneous
receptive fields. For this analysis, we focused on the C-LTMRs,
Aδ-LTMRs, and one Aβ-LTMR subtype, Aβ RA-LTMRs. We
observed that, for neurons innervating the same small region of
skin, labeled cell bodies were widely and seemingly randomly
distributed throughout individual ganglia, and occasionally in
adjacent ganglia, and yet the spinal cord projections were either
immediately adjacent or overlapping with each other (Fig. 7).
Two C-LTMRs, whose cutaneous receptive fields are pre-
dominantly nonoverlapping (i.e., tiled), exhibited central projec-
tions within the spinal cord that are immediately adjacent to one
another, with remarkably little or no overlap (Fig. 7A). The central
projections of Aδ-LTMRs, which also tile the skin, also showed
remarkable topographic adjacency, but with a slightly higher de-
gree of overlap in both the rostrocaudal and mediolateral axes
(Fig. 7B). Similarly, the central projections of Aβ RA-LTMRs,
whose peripheral projections often overlap with respect to both
hair follicles innervated and, to a lesser extent, skin region (i.e.,
not strictly tiled) and whose central projections exhibit expansive
collaterals rostrocaudally within the spinal cord, also showed to-
pographic overlap or adjacency (Fig. 7C).
Two general principles emerge from these findings. First, the

cell bodies of LTMR subtypes that innervate overlapping or
adjacent skin regions are distributed in a seemingly random
manner within the DRG, and in some cases in different DRGs,
yet their central terminals in the spinal cord exhibit a striking
degree of topographic overlap or adjacency. Second, the central
axonal projections of different LTMR subtypes exhibit varying
degrees of spatial overlap or adjacency. C-LTMRs are most
impressive in that they display immediately adjacent dorsal horn
termination patterns, with virtually no overlap, while the two
other hairy skin lanceolate-ending LTMR subtypes, Aδ-LTMRs
and Aβ RA-LTMRs, have varying degrees of overlap. Thus,
hairy skin LTMR subtypes differ not only in their physiological
properties, peripheral and central axonal morphologies, and the
numbers and types of hair follicles they innervate, they are also
distinguished by their tiling patterns in the skin and the organi-
zation and extent of topographic alignment or adjacency of their
central axonal projections.

Discussion
The tactile sensory system allows us to localize, perceive, and
react to different types of complex mechanical stimuli acting on
the body, and it is therefore essential that impulses carried by
LTMRs that convey distinct modalities of touch are integrated
within the CNS in a somatotopically relevant manner. The
functional organization of tactile sensory circuits for murine
hairy skin begins with a precise, invariant pattern of five or more
LTMR subtype endings associated with three main hair follicle
types and an iterative spatial distribution of these hair follicles
across the body. Findings presented here reveal the tiling pat-
terns and isoneuronal morphological properties of hairy skin
LTMR subtypes, including variations across the body surface,
and a sharp precision with which LTMR subtype central termi-
nations are somatotopically aligned within the spinal cord. These
findings extend our appreciation of the functional organization

of the hairy skin tactile sensory system and the dorsal horn as a
locus of LTMR subtype integration for tactile information processing.

Implications of LTMR Peripheral Innervation Patterns and Organization.
Each hairy skin LTMR subtype exhibits a unique combination of
features that govern its responses to mechanical stimuli to ulti-
mately influence behavioral reactions to, and perception of, the
physical world. Features that distinguish the five hairy skin LTMR
subtypes include: patterns of association with peripheral end or-
gans, such as hair follicle types or Merkel cells; the number and
distribution of axonal endings in the skin; action potential con-
duction velocities, sensitivities, and rates of adaptation to sus-
tained skin indentation; central projection patterns and postsynaptic
partners; and the modulation of CNS terminals by inhibitory axo-
axonic synapses (1, 2, 27, 46). Knowing the organizational proper-
ties, including the spacing and degree of overlap of individual LTMR
cutaneous endings in the skin, is informative for understanding how
mechanical forces acting on the skin are represented and integrated
within the CNS.
We found that the majority of LTMRs within a particular class

terminate within trunk hairy skin in a manner that is largely
nonoverlapping or tiled, and therefore, an individual LTMR
within most classes occupies its own unique territory. In this
sense, the mammalian tactile sensory system exhibits organiza-
tional features common to at least some other sensory systems,
where neurons avoid innervating territories occupied by other
neurons of the same functional class. Indeed, tiling has been
observed in many types of neurons, including leech and Dro-
sophila mechanosensory neurons (14, 47), and mammalian reti-
nal ganglion cells (48–50). This organizational feature enables
maximal coverage of sensory space with minimal redundancy
(11), which would be metabolically costly (51, 52). Tiling of
LTMRs within a class may also enable definition of central
somatotopic maps and is perhaps an essential anatomical sub-
strate of spatial acuity. A further implication of LTMR tiling
observed here is that individual neurons of a tiled LTMR pop-
ulation perform the same function, as has been shown in other
systems and organisms. This is an important notion because the
high degree of tiling observed for four of the five hairy skin
LTMR populations makes a compelling case that the genetic
tools used for these LTMR populations indeed label functionally
irreducible neuronal populations.
One notable observation from our population morphological

receptive field analyses is that Aβ RA-LTMRs are distinguished
from the other four hairy skin LTMR subtypes in that they are
not tiled. That is, hair follicles are frequently innervated by two,
and in the case of guard hairs up to three Aβ RA-LTMRs, which
were genetically labeled using RetCreER mice. At least two pos-
sibilities may explain this observation. First is that all of the Aβ
RA-LTMRs labeled using RetCreER are functionally similar or
identical and this seemingly redundant or overlapping in-
nervation pattern reflects unique properties of the large hair
follicles types and the functions they subserve. The guard hairs
have large diameter follicles and the longest hair shafts, which
may allow them to detect the slightest deflections during animal
movement or in response to stimuli acting on their hair shaft tips,
far away from the body surface. Thus, guard hairs may be viewed
as unique in somatosensation because they enable the sense of
touch to extend far away from the surface of the skin. As such,
our observation that two or three Aβ RA-LTMRs innervate each
guard hair may suggest a greater need for at least one of them
being active at submaximal stimulation thresholds. A second
possibility is that our genetic labeling strategy using RetCreER

mice (28) may label two functionally distinct Aβ RA-LTMR
populations that are themselves homotypically tiled. In this
scenario, there would exist two distinct Aβ RA-LTMR pop-
ulations with distinguishing features not apparent in physiologi-
cal and anatomical analyses done to date. We find this idea to be
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appealing because in the original physiological characterization
of hairy skin Aβ RA-LTMRs, made in the cat (5), two distin-
guishable fast-conducting LTMR subtypes responding to hair
deflection and exhibiting rapid adaptation to sustained skin in-
dentation were observed; distinguishing features of the two feline
Aβ RA-LTMRs are their receptive field sizes and conduction ve-
locities (5). Therefore, it is tempting to speculate the existence of
functionally distinct murine hairy skin Aβ RA-LTMR subtypes,
each exhibiting homotypic tiling as we observed for all other LTMR
subtypes. Future transcriptome profiling of single Aβ RA-LTMR
neurons may address the question of whether there are two distinct
subtypes and provide genetic labeling tools to examine whether
neurons in each subtype exhibit tiling.
The arrangements of LTMR axonal branches in the skin may

shape their responses to mechanical stimuli (for example, ref. 6).
One mechanism underlying interaxonal spacing arrangement is
self-avoidance, a phenomenon in which axonal branches of the
same neuron repel each other to avoid growing into the same
territory (12). Self-avoidance has been studied extensively in sys-
tems where neuronal arbors innervate a 2D plane, such as the
mammalian retina or Drosophila larval body wall (11, 12). How-
ever, whether mammalian LTMRs exhibit features reflecting de-
velopmental self-avoidance had been unknown. Through sparse
genetic labeling of single LTMR peripheral projections, we found
that isoneuronal branches of most LTMRs in the skin exhibit little
overlap with respect to the hair follicles they innervate. While the
tendency of minimal overlap between isoneuronal branches is in-
deed a feature of neurons that exhibit developmental self-avoidance,
we refrain from concluding that LTMR axonal branches self-avoid
because it is not yet known whether these branches recognize and
repel each other during development or whether other, noncell-
autonomous mechanisms contribute to the lack of isoneuronal
branch overlap. Indeed, it is possible that end organs, such as hair
follicles, terminal Schwann cells, or Merkel cells instruct or contribute
to the precise spatial arrangements of LTMR axons as they acquire
their mature morphologies. Future studies using live imaging of
LTMR axonal dynamics during development to assess the behavior
of LTMR isoneuronal branches will be needed to determine
whether LTMR axons employ self-recognition and self-avoidance
mechanisms to achieve isoneuronal spacing patterns described here.
Furthermore, we speculate that the isoneuronal arrangements of
axonal branches may influence LTMR subtype responses to me-
chanical stimuli. In the case of C-LTMRs, for example, we specu-
late that their highly redundant isoneuronal branch hair follicle
innervation pattern allows for more sensitive detection of me-
chanical stimuli acting on awl/auchene and zigzag hairs than would
a single branch innervation pattern.

Somatotopic Properties of LTMR Central Projections. Organizational
properties of LTMR central projections, revealed in this study,
provide clues for how the tactile stimuli acting on a particular
region of skin form 3D neural representations in the spinal cord,
in a somatotopically relevant manner. The observation that all
LTMR classes exhibit dramatically more volumetric expansion
along the rostrocaudal axis of the spinal cord, relative to their 2D
arrangements in the skin, may reflect anatomical spatial con-
straints and perhaps a unique computational feature of this
system. Consistent with this, dendrites of interneurons of the
deep dorsal horn, the majority of which receive input from three
or more LTMR subtypes, are more elaborate along the ros-
trocaudal axis of the spinal cord, compared with their interneuron
counterparts in lamina I/II (27, 53). These distinguishing organi-
zational features of the LTMR-recipient zone support a model of
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Fig. 7. Central projection alignment and overlap patterns of homotypic
LTMR subtypes. Representative images from back hairy skin and spinal cord
whole-mount fluorescence staining. (A) C-LTMRs (n = 3 animals), for which a
green neuron and a red neuron are labeled; (B) Aδ-LTMRs (n = 4 animals), for
which a red neuron and a yellow neuron are labeled; and (C) Aβ RA-LTMRs
(n = 3 animals), for which four red neurons and a yellow neuron are labeled.
Injections of AAV1-Syn-FlpO virus into the skin of LTMR-CreER; Ai65/57 an-
imals labeled a small number of LTMRs; individual LTMRs were labeled with
tdTomato (Ai65), GFP (Ai57), or both reporters. See SI Appendix, Table S2 for
AAV1-Syn-FlpO and tamoxifen dosages for targeting of each LTMR subtype.
Outline of skin innervation patterns are depicted, in addition to recon-
structions (SI Appendix, Experimental Procedures) to showcase innervation
pattern. Reconstructions are also displayed for the spinal cord projections.

White arrowheads mark dorsal root entry sites to the spinal cord for DRGs
where corresponding cell bodies were located. Scale, as well as relative
rostrocaudal (R, C) and mediolateral (M, L) axes, are indicated.
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dorsal horn tactile information processing in which postsynaptic
partners of LTMRs integrate across multiple LTMR subtypes,
which innervate a common area of skin, as opposed to integrating
across one LTMR subtype and a large skin area; the latter may be
inferred if postsynaptic partners of LTMRs showed more expan-
sive mediolateral dendrites. We propose that expansive coalign-
ment along the spinal cord rostrocaudal axis of the five LTMR
subtype terminals and postsynaptic partner neurons reflects a
dorsal horn circuit that enables somatotopically precise modality
integration. It is noteworthy that the central projections of
LTMRs innervating abdominal hairy skin project more caudally
than rostrally, again possibly reflecting anatomical space con-
straints; however, the absence of abdomen-innervating Aβ RA-
LTMR projections to the DCN indicates that these LTMRs
may engage different circuits than LTMRs innervating other body
regions. Indeed, different body regions may be exposed to dif-
ferent tactile cues, and these may engage and possibly require
different central circuits.
We found that for C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, and at least one

Aβ-LTMR subtype that innervate the same small region of skin,
their central terminals exhibit striking adjacency in the dorsal
horn. This is even more remarkable when considering that the
cell bodies of somatotopically aligned neurons exhibit no obvious
pattern of organization within individual DRGs. Moreover, the
central projections of these three classes of LTMRs are distin-
guished by their “nearest-neighbor” relationships. It is curious,
for example, that Aδ-LTMRs and C-LTMRs exhibit different
degrees of overlap of their central projections even though the
peripheral projection patterns of these two LTMR subtypes are
comparable. Both of these LTMR subtypes innervate only zigzag
and awl/auchene hairs, display largely nonoverlapping (tiled)
peripheral anatomical receptive fields, and are optimally tuned
to hair deflection and gentle skin indentation (1, 7). One notable
difference, however, is that Aδ-LTMRs have lanceolate endings
that are strongly biased to the caudal regions of hair follicles,
while C-LTMRs as a population distribute their lanceolate
endings more evenly around hair follicles (8), a feature that may
be enabled by their high degree of isoneuronal overlap reported
here. Because of this, Aδ-LTMRs, but not C-LTMRs, are pref-
erentially sensitive to deflection of body hairs in the caudal-to-
rostral direction (8). Thus, we speculate that differences between
the central alignment patterns of Aδ-LTMRs and C-LTMRs may
reflect functional differences in central processing, perhaps re-
lated to directional responses to hair deflection. Regardless,
most striking is the extent of somatotopic adjacency of LTMR
central projections, which is most easily observed for the Aδ-
LTMRs and C-LTMRs because of their relatively compact
central termination patterns. This is particularly intriguing for C-
LTMRs because these neurons are implicated in affective rather
than discriminative touch (54). Why would the central projec-
tions of a neuron that does not contribute to spatial acuity be so
precisely somatotopically arranged? These considerations make
us favor the idea that the remarkably high degree of central
projection alignment of the axonal terminations of at least some
LTMR subtypes is more a reflection of somatotopically relevant
LTMR subtype central integration and processing, perhaps even
the extraction of features including direction and speed of
movement, and orientation of objects, than with acuity per se, or
perceptually relevant spatial discrimination. Perhaps C-LTMRs
and Aδ-LTMRs modulate or shape the central processing of
inputs from Aβ-LTMR subtypes that do govern acuity (for ex-
ample, see ref. 27). These and related ideas stemming from the
anatomical and morphological analysis of LTMR subtype orga-
nization presented here will help to guide future physiological
analyses of spinal cord tactile circuits and their mechanisms and
functions in touch perception and behavior.

An Emerging View of the Central Representation of Touch. How and
where in the CNS are LTMR activity ensembles processed into
perceptually relevant codes of neural impulses? Historically,
most emphasis has been placed on a “direct DC pathway” model
of somatosensation (20, 55–57). In this view, individual LTMR
subtypes convey particular modalities of tactile stimuli, including
skin indentation, vibration, and stretch, directly to the brainstem
DCN of the brainstem, where their signals are then faithfully
relayed via the thalamus to the somatosensory cortex. This “la-
beled line” direct DC pathway model posits that modality in-
tegration begins in somatosensory cortex, giving rise to cortical
neurons tuned to higher-order features, such as object orienta-
tion, direction, and speed of motion, texture, compliance, and
shape. Contrary to this prevailing view, however, we previously
found that the vast majority of hairy skin LTMR synapses reside
within a discrete region of the spinal cord dorsal horn, which we
call the LTMR-RZ, with relatively few synapses in the DCN (6–
8, 27). In fact, C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs, most caudal-level Aβ
SA1-LTMRs, and abdominal Aβ RA-LTMRs, which together
account for more than half of all LTMRs, terminate exclusively
in the spinal cord LTMR-RZ without an axonal projection to the
DCN (6–8, 27). Therefore, any contributions of these LTMR
subtypes to the cortical representation of touch, and thus touch
perception, must be mediated by spinal neurons situated in the
LTMR-RZ. We also found that C-LTMRs, Aδ-LTMRs and Aβ
LTMR receptive fields are largely tiled (present study), yet
overlap with respect to each other within the same small region
of skin (7, 9). Similarly, while the central projections of LTMRs
of the same class are highly somatotopically aligned (present
study), heterotypically they overlap (7). As such, we propose that
somatotopically aligned dorsal horn columns of the LTMR-RZ
represent fundamental units of functional organization that
process LTMR subtype activity ensembles emanating from the
skin (1, 7, 27). LTMR-RZ output pathways that might convey
integrated and transformed LTMR activity ensembles include
the “indirect DC pathway,” which is poorly understood, and the
anterolateral tract, which is classically associated with conveying
pain and temperature information to the brain (1, 58).
We recently generated a large array of spinal cord dorsal horn

genetic tools to interrogate the cellular substrates of LTMR-RZ
information processing (27). Our analysis revealed that: (i) the
LTMR-RZ is highly complex and contains at least 11 morpho-
logically and physiologically distinct interneuron classes; (ii) each
LTMR subtype forms synapses broadly onto four or more
LTMR-RZ interneuron classes; (iii) each LTMR-RZ interneu-
ron class receives convergent inputs from two or more LTMR
subtypes, cortex, and other LTMR-RZ interneurons; and (iv)
LTMR-RZ interneurons are essential for both tactile sensitivity
and texture discrimination (27). Importantly, the predominance
of LTMR synapses localized to the dorsal horn instead of the
DCN, the somatotopically arranged convergence of LTMR
subtype inputs within the LTMR-RZ, and the remarkably rich
cellular and synaptic architecture of this spinal cord region
suggest a role as a major sensory processing center, akin to the
retina. Our findings in this and previous reports support a view of
somatosensation in which modality integration and processing
begins in the LTMR-RZ, and we suggest there is much to be
learned about the nature of tactile feature representation in both
the LTMR-RZ and DCN.
There is a remarkable diversity of touch-sensitive LTMRs, as

well as a remarkable diversity of ascending projection systems.
Our findings suggest principles of organization within the
LTMR-RZ that will constrain and inform efforts to define the
functional organization underlying this diversity of inputs and
outputs. What is the logic of synaptic organization within the
LTMR-RZ, and how are LTMR inputs integrated and propa-
gated via the ascending pathways to the brain? Which stimulus
features are represented in spinal and DCN output pathways?
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How do direct DC pathway signals integrate with indirect DC
pathway signals within the DCN?We propose that these are among
the most compelling questions in modern somatosensory research.

Materials and Methods
For a complete description of materials and methods, please refer to
SI Appendix.

Published reporter mouse lines used for this study included R26LSL-YFP (Ai3)
(Jax#007903); R26LSL-tdTomato (Ai9) (Jax#007909); R26LSL-FSF-TdTom (Ai65)
(Jax#021875); R26LSL-FSF-JAWS-GFP (Ai57) (36); and Brn3af(AP) (34). LTMR-CreER
lines include TH2A-CreER (27), TrkBCreER (8), TrkBTau-GFP (7), RetCreER (28),

TrkCCreER (6), RetfCFP (59), and Split-Cre (8, 60). Mice were handled and
housed in accordance with the Harvard Medical School and Johns Hopkins
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
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